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Chair Stein, Chair O’Brien, and Members of the Energy and Natural Resources Subcommittee
on Energy Generation, my name is Ted Ford, President, Ohio Advanced Energy Economy.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today as an opponent to Ohio House Bill 6.
Advanced Energy Economy (AEE) is a national association of businesses that are making the
energy we use more secure, clean, and affordable. Advanced energy encompasses a broad range
of products and services that constitute the best available technologies for meeting energy needs
today and tomorrow. Among these are energy efficiency, demand response, energy storage,
natural gas electric generation, solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, electric vehicles, biofuels and smart
grid. It's all the innovations that make the energy we use more secure, clean, and affordable.
Today, the advanced energy industry employs over 112,000 Ohioans in a range of advanced
technology fields, with 80,000 of those jobs in energy efficiency.
I want to emphasize up front that AEE does not oppose nuclear energy technology. Newer
modular reactor designs promise to generate electricity more safely and at lower cost than
conventional nuclear plants, but while their costs are lower than conventional nuclear, they
remain too high for most competitive electricity markets. Eventually those costs will come
down, making their widespread adoption a realistic possibility. In markets where competition is
not an issue – i.e. China – adoption can occur more quickly.
While AEE does not oppose nuclear power per se, we do oppose propping up aging
uncompetitive generation plants of any kind because the subsidies involved distort the market,
raise costs for consumers, and displace and depress investment in more efficient and effective
alternatives.
HB 6 is a case in point. It amounts to a $300 million dollar annual tax on businesses and
households in Ohio primarily to bail out two bankrupt power plants that can no longer operate
profitably in wholesale electricity markets. First Energy ratepayers already paid for these plants
twice – when they were constructed and in the aftermath of deregulation of the electricity
generation market after passage of SB 3 in 1999. It makes no sense to direct more ratepayer
money – this time from all Ohioans – to keep these plants operational when newer, more
efficient and privately financed alternatives exist.
Proponents of HB 6 argue that the competitive market does not reward Ohio’s nuclear power
plants for being no/low carbon sources of electricity, suggesting the nuclear plants are victims of

policies that provide an unfair advantage to competing technologies. That is not true. A report
by the Analysis Group, Electricity Markets, Reliability, and the Evolving U.S. Power System,
finds that market forces – primarily low-cost natural gas and flat demand for electricity – are
causing both coal and nuclear power plants to retire, not state and federal policies supporting
renewable energy and other alternatives.i Markets are working to the advantage of consumers.
Proponents of HB 6 argue that the loss of Ohio’s two nuclear power plants poses a threat to grid
reliability and to Ohio’s electricity independence from other states. The truth is that Ohio and
the PJM region more broadly has ample excess electricity generation supply at affordable prices.
There is no imminent shortfall that would justify a $300 million annual tax on Ohio households
and businesses to prop up these plants.
Finally, proponents of HB 6 argue that Ohio’s renewable energy standards have failed to
appreciably increase the amount of carbon free electricity available in Ohio. The truth is that the
standards worked well until the General Assembly systematically pursued legislation to
undermine their operation over the past five years.
SB 310, enacted in 2014, froze the renewable energy and energy efficiency standards for two
years while gutting many of their key provisions, including the requirement that a portion of the
renewable energy purchased by utilities come from sources inside Ohio. In separate legislation
that year, the General Assembly also enacted punitive wind turbine setback standards that
brought most new wind development to a standstill in Ohio, leaving over $4 billion in capital
investment and thousands of jobs on the sideline. In the years since 2014, some in the General
Assembly have repeatedly sought to undermine and effectively repeal the RPS, creating
uncertainty that has, in turn, suppressed private sector investment in renewables in Ohio.
Similar attacks on energy efficiency have also created uncertainty in that industry which employs
almost 80,000 Ohioans. Despite the uncertainty, between 2009 and 2017 Ohio’s utility run
energy efficiency programs saved Ohio consumers over $5.1 billion in electricity costs,
representing a return of $2.65 for every dollar spent.ii Energy efficiency programs must be
approved by the PUCO every three years, and no program can be approved unless it is proven to
save consumers more than it costs.
It is a positive development that policymakers in Ohio now recognize the value and importance
of low-carbon electricity sources. The combination of natural gas and innovative advanced
energy technologies offer a multitude of opportunities to get there at lowest cost to consumers. I
encourage the House of Representatives to step back from this ill-considered bill and convene
stakeholders from across the spectrum to truly examine the facts and arrive at a common sense
approach to energy that delivers the benefits of innovation to all Ohioans.
I appreciate your time and consideration today, I would be pleased to answer any questions you
may have.
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